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Just a few weeks ago, during the last edition of the Circuitos, we were able to see Laura F.
Gibellini’s (Madrid, 1978) recent art work. Peculiar coloured papers, glued to the wand, showed
the silhouette of the domestic interior of a conventional house, while its pattern represented a
zoom on TV images. As the artist herself told me then, one of the main starting points of such
pieces of work was, down to 2002, the curiosity to understand the strange relations between
external and private spaces: to which extent are they permeable, continuous or compatible.

Streets and shelter. In Zimmer, the series above mentioned, the public sphere –in it’s extended
sense, that is the street, the city, the social event, the collective imaginary, the non-placescontacts, roughly, the “interior”: the habitat and the private spaces, the shelter, the homey, the
tradition, the learned past… Its result impose an elegant, violent and definitive –but also subtleamalgam of layers, where both extremes seem to be mixed, to the extent to demand the
spectator’s analytical regard, capable of separating what crystallised in the continuum of the
final image, only apparently compact and homogeneous. During the summer one can see an
example of such works in a collective show at the pazYcomedias Gallery in Valencia. But there
is a previous and decisive stage in this process that has a great deal of attractiveness. It was
then when the artist started to pervert the order of our collective memories, cutting fragments
of different cities from here and there and inserting them in the image of others. That is the
basic strategy that animates the series Portable Worlds, that we where able to get to know a
year ago at the Young Artist Centre and is now presented at Carmen de la Guerra Gallery
during PHotoEspaña, that is dedicated, in this occasion, to the subject “place”.
Cut and paste miracles. This theme fits Gibellini perfectly well, as it is in the base of her
aesthetical inquiries. And the ones she presents here cannot conceal the attractiveness of their
display, and shouldn’t go unnoticed among the barrage of photography exhibitions than flood
Madrid during these weeks. Manageable and portable, the places that, in a paradoxical
diachronic time, appear once more in this occasion, are a stunningly effective exercise in a
poetical level, done using the humblest of the mediums. The artist, cutter in hand, has cut
pieces from several photos -taken along her private travels in several parts of the old Europefitting them again in other places, in order to make all kinds of distortions: perspective, light,
scale, stories and History, time…Nothing fits there, despite appearances. But you know already:
do not ever trust appearances; trust them even less as far as art is concerned. A quick regard
might be unable to extract from this images its recall power. Let yourself go, take your time
and do not let the visibility of the trick spoil the effect. You will find in the scarce technological
medium and in the visual texture distortion that every fragment of narration emplies a
mysterious core that is, without doubts, the best reward offered by the show to the ones
capable of giving themselves over to it. They are the “cut and paste miracles”.
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